
High School Name: Don Lincoln
Married Name: Zoltan the Magnificent
Address: Fermilab MS352 D∅, Batavia, IL 60510
Preferred Email: Lucifer@fnal.gov
If lost, contact: Sharon Randall (603) 464 5823, Lacey Misiaszek (603) 464-3654
Phone Number: (630) 840-5218
Birthday:                   3/23/64
Times Married:          2
Current Spouse:        Diane Lincoln
Spouse Job:               Teacher
Length of Marriage:  3 yrs
Total kids:                 3
Own kids:          0
Kid names: Renee Fix 27
 Tommy Spicer 17
 Veronica Spicer 13
Post HS Education: Ph.D. Experimental Particle Physics, various other degrees
Post HS Fields: Math and Physics

Job History: Physics Researcher: college (82-86), grad school (Rice University, 86-94),
Postdoctoral Fellow (University of Michigan, 94-98), Research Associate
(Fermilab, 98-99), Scientific Staff (Fermilab, 99-), Adjunct Professor
(Triton College, 94-00, North Central College, 00-02).

Hobbies: Karate (Tang Soo Do and Hapkido), history, philosophy, education, public
speaking, overseas travel, exotic dancing.

Sundry: I was married to the gal that you guys met at the last reunion (may her
name ever be forgotten and may the little children spit on her shadow,
ptooh, ptooh) for 8 years.  Soon after the divorce was finalized, I met my
current wife and life is way better than it was last time.  She brought two
kids with her, Tommy, who is a challenge due to many developmental
problems, and Veronica, who is a smart kid with considerable artistic
talent.  (She’s also a pain in a delicate part of the anatomy, but that goes
with being 13.)

My current job is to do physics research, go to conferences and present the
results, give talks to the public on modern research topics, etc.  To date,
I’ ve given talks in Russia, Japan, Italy (twice) and France and, of course,
all over the US.  I was supposed to go to India, but the U.S. government
didn’ t like them at the time over the little explosion that they did, so I
didn’ t get to go there.

I spend most of my time trying to learn everything I can.  I read as often as
reality allows me.  Basically, life is pretty good.


